3 things that will change the
way you see LOVE LIFE and
WORK.
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What makes you feel that today is going to be the same as
yesterday?
What makes you feel that love and life can wait till tomorrow
but work cannot?
Welcome to the world wherein:
We live as if we are going to live forever.
We believe or made to perceive that ‘Rudimentary and Routine’
is ‘Critical and Valuable’ now a days .
All Thanks to the Industrial Revolution and the organizations
it created.
IRONICALLY, We have ACCEPTED that LOVE CAN WAIT and worldly
SUCCESS CAN NOT.
Then the REALITY STRIKES!
While we are HAPPY ‘assuming with certainty‘ that things won’t
change tomorrow –
You have floundered opportunities for making love, life and
work as awesome as it could have been.

Time we must ASK ourselves:
What could have ‘made a difference’ to the PATH YOU CHOSE to
WALK till now?
Mojo of Small Things Presents
3 things that will change the way you see LOVE, LIFE and WORK.
1. LIFE IS FRAGILE.

No one here is PROMISED ALL the Tomorrows.
Ironically, we live that way – postponing stuff that
matters.
The walks (into sunrises and under the moon), the meals
cooked and served with love, the cuddling, the hugs,
creating stuff that puts you in zone you need to be in,
heart to heart talks, holding hands and just saying ‘I
Love You’ and meaning it, being there where we should be
(the family meals, the meet-ups with friends, with loved
ones when they are not well, and even before that), the
star gazing nights – we should be part of.
We keep aside all this for something, That MAY NOT even
matter tomorrow.
Truth:
There are not enough TOMORROWS on anyone’s Calender.
Start Moving and Doing stuff.
What now?
See your life as A WONDER –
Be GRATEFUL.
Choose LOVE over hate. Hate is heavy. Reach out to
people because you are good and not just because they
are not good enough.
Make good ART – Pick up the paintbrush, the crayons, the
camera, the pen or the typewriter or just pick up the
ladle-pan-knife, or the sickle: Create stuff and do it
more often,

“Get amused that ‘TODAY you are You, that is truer than
true. There is no one alive who is Youer than YOU” – Dr.
Seuss.
2. YOUR TIME TOGETHER IS LIMITED.
Hold hands,
We don’t know how much time we have got!
Your life is fragile.
So, is of those you love and those who matter to you!
The world where we are made us believe that the core of
human existence is work and everything else is just
stuff to be done during vacations.
We were deliberately made to put LOVE & PASSION on a
back burner – wherein it either remained UNDER-COOKED or
we saw it getting BURNED TO ASHES.
The BEING TOGETHER stuff happens wherein everyone is on
a vacation – RARELY HAPPENS.
Travel to
have one
together
them, and

meet those who matter, tell them they Matter,
cup of coffee more with them just to extend
time (this time won’t come back), listen to
speak your heart out.

Truth: Being together is not a default thing. Hold
hands.
What now?
Tell them THEY MATTER.
SPEND TIME where you should.
Hold HANDS– Share more HUGS.
Let go of EGO for LOVE.
“There is only one thing more precious than our time and
that’s who we spend it on” – Leo Christopher

3. THERE ARE NO REWIND BUTTONS.Do you know WHY IS THIS
MOMENT SO SPECIAL?
Because, This is ALL WE HAVE GOT, and
This is NOT GOING TO be here the VERY NEXT MOMENT.
The richest and the most powerful man on this earth
tried doing it and could never.
Realize that there are no rewind buttons in life.
That means time machine is still a movie thing and you
won’t accidentally find one lying in your uncle’s
garage.
Catch all the magical moments you can.
Truth:
This moment is not going to be back – Live – Love and
Hold Tight.
What now?
Do STUFF THAT MATTERS and that sets your soul on fire.
Be generous with GOOD NIGHT kisses.
GAZE INTO STARS together and COOK WITH LOVE for them.
Pick up the phone and MAKE THE CALLS you have been
postponing for the sake of office hours.
Our time is limited.
Choose Love – Passion – Holding hands – Together time.
With Love
Yours
Mojo of Small Things
You may love to read more on Performance, Passion, Love,
and Choosing the Good life over rudimentary.
Drop into www.mojoofsmallthings.com for more.
We are brewing something good for you.

